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entrepreneur to offer downloadable products like ebooks, 

movies, music, software, and more. Effectively selling a 

digital product depends on a number of factors. Chief 

among such factors is the choice of a multi-vendor 

marketplace solution. Ideally, the ecommerce software you 

select should be search engine friendly and should come 



 

with essential features for marketing.</div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>Yo!Kart is one such ecommerce 

marketplace software that lets you quickly set up your online 

marketplace where different vendors can sell their digital 

products. The multi-vendor ecommerce software is 

integrated with essential marketing tools, payment 

gateways, and more that are essential to launch, maintain, 

and run a digital product marketplace.</div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><span style=\"font-weight: 

bold;\">Digital Products That You Can Sell Online</span><br 

/>\r\n\t<br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>We have curated a list of 

digital products that are popular among people and you can 

choose any of them to sell online.</div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>- Video: Short films, Documentaries, 

Tutorials, Stand-up comedy, and 

more.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Audio: Songs, 

Beats, Instrumental tracks, and 

Podcasts.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- eBook: 

Magazines, Fiction and Non-Fiction 

Novels.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Graphic: Stock 

photos, Vector Images, and 

more.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Software: 

Antivirus, utility software, and 



 

more.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><span style=\"font-weight: bold;\">How 

to Sell Digital Products on Marketplace Powered by 

YoKart?</span></div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>By 

following the below mentioned steps, you can guide your 

vendors through the entire process of uploading and selling 

a digital product:</div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><span style=\"font-weight: bold;\">How 

can Sellers List Digital Goods on Marketplace Powered by 

Yokart?</span></div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><span style=\"font-weight: bold;\">For 

Seller Step 1</span></div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>Log in as a YoKart Seller and click on 

Products under Shop on 

left.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><span style=\"font-weight: bold;\">For 

Seller Step 2</span></div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>On the Marketplace Products screen, 

click on, Add New 

Catalog.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><span style=\"font-weight: bold;\">For 

Seller Step 3</span></div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>Here you can specify the product 



 

category. In this case, we will add an antivirus 

software.</div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><span style=\"font-weight: bold;\">For 

Seller Step 4</span></div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>Once the category is selected, proceed 

to add the product information. It is important to select the 

Product Type as Digital. Also provide details like Product 

Identifier, Model, Brand, Minimum Selling Price, Tax 

Category, Dimensions, and more.</div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><span 

style=\"font-weight: bold;\">For Seller Step 

5</span></div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>Add 

Product Name and Description in the next 

section.</div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><span style=\"font-weight: bold;\">For 

Seller Step 6</span></div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>To elaborate more about your digital 

product, use additional tabs such as Links, Options, and 

specifications.</div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><span style=\"font-weight: bold;\">For 

Seller Step 7a</span></div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>After you have successfully added 

product information, click on the Add to Store 



 

button.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div><span 

style=\"font-weight: bold;\">For Seller Step 

7b</span></div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>At this 

point, YoKart offers more control by putting checks in place. 

After you have added a product as a seller, the same has to 

be enabled by the admin.</div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><span 

style=\"font-weight: bold;\">For Seller Step 

8</span></div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>Once the 

admin has approved the product, proceed to enter complete 

information. YoKart also offers functionality to improve the 

ranking of ecommerce website in search results with Search 

Engine Optimization (SEO) tab.</div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><span 

style=\"font-weight: bold;\">For Seller Step 

9</span></div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>In the last 

tab, Downloads, upload the file and click Back to 

Products.</div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><span style=\"font-weight: bold;\">For 

Seller Step 10</span></div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>Now, you can see your recently 

uploaded product in the Marketplace Products list. To add 

product images, click on the third icon under Action column 



 

on the right.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><span style=\"font-weight: bold;\">How 

can Buyers Place the Order of Digital Products on 

Marketplace Powered by 

Yokart?</span></div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><span style=\"font-weight: bold;\">As 

Buyer Step 1</span></div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>Login as YoKart Buyer and proceed to 

place an order for the preferred digital product. Now go to 

your dashboard and select My Downloads.</div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><span 

style=\"font-weight: bold;\">As Buyer Step 

2</span></div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>Under 

Actions column on the right, click on the download button to 

view the recently purchased digital 

product.</div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><span style=\"font-weight: 

bold;\">Conclusion</span></div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>Starting a new eCommerce website to 

sell digital products can be hard. With multi-vendor 

eCommerce solution like YoKart, you not only kick start your 

online business but can also customize it whenever required. 

YoKart comes with a plethora of options available for admin, 



 

vendors, and buyers.</div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>For queries, please drop a comment 

below and one of our team members will answer it.</div>", 
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                        "post_description": "<div>A multi-vendor 

ecommerce marketplace holds a lot of potential in terms of 

revenue for a business owner. When Amazon was first 

introduced in 1995, nobody could expect the emergence of 

more such companies like Amazon, Etsy, eBay, AliExpress, 

Barnes &amp; Noble, and many more. The market demand 

has pushed such marketplaces resulting in their global 

expansion.</div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>The 

industry has seen a notable shift over the years with the 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/blog-post-front/4/1


 

majority of entrepreneurs moving from their online stores to 

multi-vendor marketplaces. In comparison to single 

ecommerce stores, a multi-vendor marketplace helps in 

retaining up to 89% of the customers. According to a survey, 

sales through multi-vendor marketplaces will account to 

almost thrice as compared to online stores by 

2021.</div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>For ecommerce 

entrepreneurs, the multi-vendor marketplace option is cost-

efficient as it allows them to sell a wide range of products to 

a larger audience without maintaining an inventory. The 

operations on such a platform go hand-in-hand as sellers 

give way to more customers and growing number of 

customers demand more sellers. For the owner, itâ€™s a 

complete win-win, as they can focus on accelerating their 

business growth and not be worried about losing the 

business at any given time.</div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><span style=\"font-weight: bold;\">What 

does Yo!Kart have for sellers?<br />\r\n\t\t<br 

/>\r\n\t\t</span></div>\r\n<div>By choosing Yo!Kart to build 

your marketplace, you provide thousands of sellers with the 

opportunity to sign up for an individual vendor account on 

your website. In return, they earn more revenue as you work 

towards establishing your multi-vendor ecommerce 



 

marketplace.</div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>Take a 

look at the following additional benefits:</div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>- A seller can create their own store 

with a personalized logo, banner, and custom navigational 

tabs.<br />\r\n\t<br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>- They can provide 

buyers with the option to select their shop as favorite, share 

it on social media, or send them direct messages.<br 

/>\r\n\t<br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>- They can declare wholesale 

or retail price for the products as per their 

choice.</div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t- They can easily analyze the 

sales reports and product performance 

report.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Sellers can easily 

manage their inventory via the sellersâ€™ 

console.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- There is 

absolutely no need to invest in a brick-and-mortar shop 

when one is selling 

online.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Sellers can add 

custom catalog on the 

website.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Yo!Kart focuses 

on conversion-focused development of your website. 

Therefore, sellers can convert more visitors into 

buyers.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Sellers have the 

freedom to promote their shop or 



 

products.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Sellers can 

leverage the import/export feature of Yo!Kart to upload and 

edit the file that contains product information, and import it 

to apply the changes. This helps save time and manage the 

store better. Also, admin can import data for them from the 

backend.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Yo!Kart 

provides vendors with an easy payout 

system.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- The seller can 

manage and customize tax rates for products as required. 

Yo!Kart has separate tax categories, which allow sellers to 

just enter the tax percentage and article cost is adjusted 

accordingly.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Yo!Kart 

offers mobile app for sellers, which is fast and conversion-

optimized, which allows sellers to respond to each user 

quickly, keep track of all orders, and increase conversions.<br 

/>\r\n\t<br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><span style=\"font-weight: 

bold;\">How does Yo!Kart benefit buyers?</span><br 

/>\r\n\t<br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>78% of users prefer 

accessing a store via a mobile app over a mobile site. 

Consumers are free to choose from the wide range of 

offerings according to their needs and demands. Itâ€™s a lot 

more convenient to buy everything from one place, rather 

than moving from store to store to fulfill different 



 

requirements.</div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><span 

style=\"font-weight: bold;\">Here are additional benefits for 

buyers:</span></div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>- Due 

to a lot of competition among vendors within the store, users 

get an option to buy products at reduced 

prices.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Users are 

provided with an option to buy products based on smart 

recommendations, which brings ease in their buying 

journey.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Users have the 

option to provide product reviews and ratings, which helps 

differentiate your product page from othersâ€™ and 

generate trust among new 

customers.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Yo!Kart 

provides a buyer with the option to share a unique URL and 

earn reward points.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- 

Buyers can directly communicate with vendors via 

messaging, in case of any query or 

complaint.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Yo!kartâ€™s 

responsive layout ensures users a seamless experience 

across different devices, including desktop, mobile, and 

tablet.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- The multi-vendor 

marketplace system is also available in terms of an easy-to-

operate app, which eases the lives of buyers on the 



 

go.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Various color theme 

options allow for providing a customized experience to users 

based on their nature or on the types of 

products.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- In case they 

are not satisfied with the purchase, buyers have the choice to 

return their orders following a simple 

process.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Yo!Kart has a 

streamlined checkout process which impacts usersâ€™ 

buying behavior and leads to increased 

conversions.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Admin can 

introduce special birthday discounts or rewards to 

encourage further 

buying.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Yo!Kart has 

amazing built-in product page featuresâ€”including zoom 

featureâ€”which enhance potential buyersâ€™ experience, 

positively impacting their purchasing 

decision.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- The easy-to-

use Yo!Kart app available for buyers helps them make 

purchases on-the-go and enable them to remain up-to-date 

with new offers at all times.<br />\r\n\t<br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><span style=\"font-weight: bold;\">Now 

letâ€™s see what the Yo!Kart multi-vendor eCommerce 

platform holds for business owners or 



 

entrepreneurs:</span><br />\r\n\t<br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>While there are a lot for sellers and 

buyers who gain from the multi-vendor marketplace 

solution, Yo!Kart, you can reap several benefits. First of all, 

you donâ€™t have to worry about creating or selling 

products. The real value here lies not in promoting the 

products but in owning the marketplace itself and thinking 

of creative ways to improve awareness and generating 

traffic.</div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div><span 

style=\"font-weight: bold;\">Whatâ€™s 

more?</span></div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>- By 

making a one-time investment, the admin can enjoy a life-

time license of Yo!Kart.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- 

With a flexible payment approach, you can make the 

payment for the platform in milestones. Simply select a 

package that meets your requirements, make a nominal 

upfront payment and pay the remaining amount in parts.<br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- The entire 

Yo!Kart development team is available and can help you 

customize your marketplace as per your requirements.<br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Yo!Kart provides 

you with multiple options to make money, such as 

commissions, subscriptions and advertisements. You also 



 

have the option to include affiliate model to multiply your 

revenue.<br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- As 

an entrepreneur, you have the flexibility to choose 

commission costs for each purchase made on the 

vendorâ€™s products.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- 

Itâ€™s up to you to fix the commission cost, keep it 

customizable as per the product type or category it falls in, or 

charge a percentage of the selling 

price.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Yo!Kart has a 

multi-currency feature, which indicates that you can target 

both domestic and global 

customers.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Social 

media sharing option allows you to stay in touch with the 

customers and gain potential customers 

too.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Go global and 

expand your business at any time with minimal 

effort.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Easily manage 

the vendor subscription packages from the 

backend.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Managing the 

discount coupons from the backend is 

simple.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Admin can 

manage all users from buyers to sellers and from affiliates to 

advertisers, from the 



 

backend.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Admin can 

track the recent activities of buyers such as a product added 

to cart or cancellation 

request.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Yo!Kart comes 

with a multi-layer security feature to protect both 

customersâ€™ data and your store. This allows you to focus 

solely on other business operations and 

growth.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Offer multiple 

payment options to buyers, such as wallet, credit/debit card, 

cash on delivery, and transfer to the 

bank.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Automate tasks 

like order &amp; shipment management, and shipping rate 

retrieval with ShipStation API integrated with Yo!Kart by 

default. You can manage the cart with shipping API 

integration of your 

choice.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Admin can view 

date-wise sales reports of vendors, including order 

details.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Leverage 

marketing features such as PPC advertisements, affiliate 

module, promotional banners, social media sharing, and blog 

integration with the 

website.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Admin has an 

option to keep a backup of their database to avoid last-



 

minute hassle of downloading the data when 

required.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Manage and 

alter SEO settings (like page title, meta tags, social media 

integration, schema optimization, and micro meta tags) for 

your website at any 

time.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Yo!Kart charges 

you zero transaction fee after the one-time licensing 

fee.</div>\r\n<div>&nbsp;</div>\r\n<div>- Entrepreneurs 

looking to build an eCommerce marketplace like eBay, Etsy 

or Amazon should look no further than Yo!Kart â€“ the 

perfect multi-vendor eCommerce marketplace solution that 

lets you start a conversion-focused multi-vendor eCommerce 

marketplace.</div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>The 

platform is trusted by 1000+ businesses across the globe for 

launching a multi-vendor eCommerce marketplace, owing 

to its amazing features, scalability, flexible technology, cost-

efficiency and free 12 month technical support for any bugs. 

Besides, using Yo!Kart, you can launch an ecommerce 

marketplace in any industry such as the ones listed below, 

and more:</div>\r\n<div><br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>- 

Sports<br />\r\n\t<br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>- Jewelry<br 

/>\r\n\t<br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>- Digital Products<br 

/>\r\n\t<br />\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>- Electronics<br />\r\n\t<br 



 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>- Furniture<br />\r\n\t<br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>- Apparel<br />\r\n\t<br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>Together, this contributes to its 

sublimity and helps you launch a thriving marketplace 

without burning a hole in your pocket.</div>\r\n<div><br 

/>\r\n\t</div>\r\n<div>Yo!Kart follows a transparent approach 

and keeps you notified of all updates. Therefore, it enables 

you to keep your complete focus on your business 

operations and growth. It also saves you time and money, 

facilitating the development of a website that has a user-

friendly interface and advanced functionalities. Startups 

looking to reap the most benefits at affordable costs, 

especially, can leverage the platform.</div>", 

                        "post_image": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/blog-post-front/5/1" 

                    } 

                ] 

            }, 

            { 

                "collection_id": "12", 

                "collection_name": "Banner Layout 1", 

                "collection_description": "", 

                "collection_link_caption": "", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/blog-post-front/5/1


 

                "collection_link_url": "", 

                "collection_layout_type": "11", 

                "collection_type": "8", 

                "collection_criteria": "0", 

                "collection_child_records": "0", 

                "collection_primary_records": "0", 

                "collection_display_media_only": "0", 

                "collection_for_app": "1", 

                "collection_for_web": "1", 

                "collection_display_order": "1", 

                "banners": { 

                    "blocation_id": "1", 

                    "blocation_identifier": "Banner Layout 1", 

                    "blocation_collection_id": "12", 

                    "blocation_banner_count": "1", 

                    "blocation_promotion_cost": "5.0000", 

                    "blocation_active": "1", 

                    "bldimension_blocation_id": "1", 

                    "bldimension_device_type": "1", 

                    "blocation_banner_width": "1350", 

                    "blocation_banner_height": "405", 

                    "banners": [ 

                        { 



 

                            "banner_id": "3", 

                            "banner_blocation_id": "1", 

                            "banner_type": "1", 

                            "banner_record_id": "0", 

                            "banner_url": "https://www.facebook.com/", 

                            "banner_target": "_self", 

                            "banner_title": "Banner Desktop", 

                            "promotion_id": "", 

                            "userBalance": "20.00", 

                            "daily_cost": "", 

                            "weekly_cost": "", 

                            "monthly_cost": "", 

                            "total_cost": "", 

                            "promotion_budget": "-1.0000", 

                            "promotion_duration": "4", 

                            "banner_updated_on": "2020-11-18 15:34:02", 

                            "banner_image": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/banner/home-page-banner-top-

layout/3/1/3?t=1605693842", 

                            "banner_url_type": "1" 

                        } 

                    ] 

                } 
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            }, 

            { 

                "collection_id": "13", 

                "collection_name": "v2", 

                "collection_description": "", 

                "collection_link_caption": "", 

                "collection_link_url": "", 

                "collection_layout_type": "12", 

                "collection_type": "8", 

                "collection_criteria": "0", 

                "collection_child_records": "0", 

                "collection_primary_records": "0", 

                "collection_display_media_only": "0", 

                "collection_for_app": "1", 

                "collection_for_web": "1", 

                "collection_display_order": "2", 

                "banners": { 

                    "blocation_id": "2", 

                    "blocation_identifier": "v2", 

                    "blocation_collection_id": "13", 

                    "blocation_banner_count": "2", 

                    "blocation_promotion_cost": "10.0000", 

                    "blocation_active": "1", 



 

                    "bldimension_blocation_id": "2", 

                    "bldimension_device_type": "1", 

                    "blocation_banner_width": "660", 

                    "blocation_banner_height": "198", 

                    "banners": [] 

                } 

            }, 

            { 

                "collection_id": "4", 

                "collection_name": "Featured Shops", 

                "collection_description": "", 

                "collection_link_caption": "", 

                "collection_link_url": "", 

                "collection_layout_type": "6", 

                "collection_type": "3", 

                "collection_criteria": "1", 

                "collection_child_records": "2", 

                "collection_primary_records": "4", 

                "collection_display_media_only": "0", 

                "collection_for_app": "1", 

                "collection_for_web": "1", 

                "collection_display_order": "3", 

                "totShops": "4", 



 

                "shops": [ 

                    { 

                        "ctr_display_order": "0", 

                        "shop_id": "4", 

                        "shop_user_id": "11", 

                        "shop_name": "Akshay's E-Store", 

                        "country_name": "India", 

                        "state_name": "Ioannina Regional Unit", 

                        "rating": "0", 

                        "shop_logo": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/shop-logo/4/1", 

                        "shop_banner": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/shop-

banner/4/1/MOBILE/0/3" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "ctr_display_order": "0", 

                        "shop_id": "3", 

                        "shop_user_id": "6", 

                        "shop_name": "Vike Fashion Store", 

                        "country_name": "India", 

                        "state_name": "Ioannina Regional Unit", 

                        "rating": "3.47", 
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                        "shop_logo": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/shop-logo/3/1", 

                        "shop_banner": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/shop-

banner/3/1/MOBILE/0/3" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "ctr_display_order": "0", 

                        "shop_id": "2", 

                        "shop_user_id": "5", 

                        "shop_name": "Chromium Gallery", 

                        "country_name": "India", 

                        "state_name": "Chandigarh", 

                        "rating": "3.24", 

                        "shop_logo": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/shop-logo/2/1", 

                        "shop_banner": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/shop-

banner/2/1/MOBILE/0/3" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "ctr_display_order": "0", 

                        "shop_id": "1", 
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                        "shop_user_id": "4", 

                        "shop_name": "Kanwar's Shop", 

                        "country_name": "United Kingdom", 

                        "state_name": "City of London", 

                        "rating": "2.67", 

                        "shop_logo": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/shop-logo/1/1", 

                        "shop_banner": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/shop-

banner/1/1/MOBILE/0/3" 

                    } 

                ] 

            }, 

            { 

                "collection_id": "1", 

                "collection_name": "Top products", 

                "collection_description": "", 

                "collection_link_caption": "", 

                "collection_link_url": "", 

                "collection_layout_type": "1", 

                "collection_type": "1", 

                "collection_criteria": "1", 

                "collection_child_records": "0", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/shop-logo/1/1
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                "collection_primary_records": "12", 

                "collection_display_media_only": "1", 

                "collection_for_app": "1", 

                "collection_for_web": "1", 

                "collection_display_order": "4", 

                "collection_image": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/collection-

real/1/1/ORIGINAL/22?t=1607061591" 

            }, 

            { 

                "collection_id": "2", 

                "collection_name": "Featured Products", 

                "collection_description": "", 

                "collection_link_caption": "", 

                "collection_link_url": "", 

                "collection_layout_type": "2", 

                "collection_type": "1", 

                "collection_criteria": "1", 

                "collection_child_records": "0", 

                "collection_primary_records": "6", 

                "collection_display_media_only": "0", 

                "collection_for_app": "1", 

                "collection_for_web": "1", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/collection-real/1/1/ORIGINAL/22?t=1607061591
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                "collection_display_order": "5", 

                "products": [ 

                    { 

                        "availableInLocation": "", 

                        "is_in_any_wishlist": "0", 

                        "product_id": "7", 

                        "selprod_id": "115", 

                        "product_name": "Jeans", 

                        "selprod_title": "Ico Blue Star Slim Women's 

Light Blue Jeans", 

                        "product_updated_on": "2020-11-11 11:31:07", 

                        "special_price_found": "1", 

                        "splprice_display_list_price": "0.00", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_val": "0.00", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_type": "0", 

                        "theprice": "87", 

                        "selprod_price": "95", 

                        "selprod_stock": "100", 

                        "selprod_condition": "1", 

                        "prodcat_id": "113", 

                        "prodcat_name": "Women", 

                        "selprod_sold_count": "0", 

                        "in_stock": "1", 



 

                        "prod_rating": "3.00", 

                        "product_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/7/CLAYOUT3/115/0/1

?t=1605074467", 

                        "isAvailble": "0" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "availableInLocation": "", 

                        "is_in_any_wishlist": "0", 

                        "product_id": "52", 

                        "selprod_id": "142", 

                        "product_name": "Reebok Track Pants", 

                        "selprod_title": "Reebok Solid Men's Dark Blue 

Track Pants", 

                        "product_updated_on": "0000-00-00 00:00:00", 

                        "special_price_found": "1", 

                        "splprice_display_list_price": "0.00", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_val": "0.00", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_type": "0", 

                        "theprice": "85", 

                        "selprod_price": "95", 

                        "selprod_stock": "100", 

                        "selprod_condition": "1", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/7/CLAYOUT3/115/0/1?t=1605074467
http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/7/CLAYOUT3/115/0/1?t=1605074467


 

                        "prodcat_id": "162", 

                        "prodcat_name": "Track Pants", 

                        "selprod_sold_count": "0", 

                        "in_stock": "1", 

                        "prod_rating": "0.00", 

                        "product_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/52/CLAYOUT3/142/

0/1", 

                        "isAvailble": "0" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "availableInLocation": "", 

                        "is_in_any_wishlist": "0", 

                        "product_id": "53", 

                        "selprod_id": "143", 

                        "product_name": "Nike Solid Men's Track Suit", 

                        "selprod_title": "Nike Solid Men's Track Suit", 

                        "product_updated_on": "0000-00-00 00:00:00", 

                        "special_price_found": "1", 

                        "splprice_display_list_price": "0.00", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_val": "0.00", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_type": "0", 

                        "theprice": "140", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/52/CLAYOUT3/142/0/1
http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/52/CLAYOUT3/142/0/1


 

                        "selprod_price": "150", 

                        "selprod_stock": "99", 

                        "selprod_condition": "1", 

                        "prodcat_id": "163", 

                        "prodcat_name": "Track Suits", 

                        "selprod_sold_count": "1", 

                        "in_stock": "1", 

                        "prod_rating": "0.00", 

                        "product_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/53/CLAYOUT3/143/

0/1", 

                        "isAvailble": "0" 

                    } 

                ], 

                "totProducts": "3" 

            }, 

            { 

                "collection_id": "14", 

                "collection_name": "Pending Reviews", 

                "collection_description": "", 

                "collection_link_caption": "", 

                "collection_link_url": "", 

                "collection_layout_type": "17", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/53/CLAYOUT3/143/0/1
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                "collection_type": "12", 

                "collection_criteria": "0", 

                "collection_child_records": "0", 

                "collection_primary_records": "0", 

                "collection_display_media_only": "0", 

                "collection_for_app": "1", 

                "collection_for_web": "0", 

                "collection_display_order": "7", 

                "pendingForReviews": [ 

                    { 

                        "op_id": "19", 

                        "op_selprod_id": "34", 

                        "op_order_id": "O1500964716", 

                        "selprod_title": "iphone-6s-plus original", 

                        "selprod_product_id": "3", 

                        "order_id": "O1500964716", 

                        "order_user_id": "4", 

                        "op_qty": "1", 

                        "op_unit_price": "566.00", 

                        "op_selprod_options": "Color:Black | Storage:16 

GB", 

                        "product_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/3/THUMB/34/0/1" 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/3/THUMB/34/0/1


 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "op_id": "20", 

                        "op_selprod_id": "84", 

                        "op_order_id": "O1500964716", 

                        "selprod_title": "Animal cot hanging", 

                        "selprod_product_id": "43", 

                        "order_id": "O1500964716", 

                        "order_user_id": "4", 

                        "op_qty": "1", 

                        "op_unit_price": "45.00", 

                        "op_selprod_options": "Characters:Animal", 

                        "product_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/43/THUMB/84/0/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "op_id": "22", 

                        "op_selprod_id": "61", 

                        "op_order_id": "O1500964762", 

                        "selprod_title": "Mens sports-tshirt", 

                        "selprod_product_id": "21", 

                        "order_id": "O1500964762", 

                        "order_user_id": "4", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/43/THUMB/84/0/1


 

                        "op_qty": "1", 

                        "op_unit_price": "56.00", 

                        "op_selprod_options": "Size:XL", 

                        "product_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/21/THUMB/61/0/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "op_id": "24", 

                        "op_selprod_id": "47", 

                        "op_order_id": "O1500964834", 

                        "selprod_title": "Sony Playstation 4 500 GB", 

                        "selprod_product_id": "11", 

                        "order_id": "O1500964834", 

                        "order_user_id": "4", 

                        "op_qty": "1", 

                        "op_unit_price": "500.00", 

                        "op_selprod_options": "Console Size:500 GB", 

                        "product_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/11/THUMB/47/0/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "op_id": "108", 

                        "op_selprod_id": "148", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/21/THUMB/61/0/1
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                        "op_order_id": "O1553766324", 

                        "selprod_title": "JBL T250SI Wired Headphone  

(Black, On the Ear)", 

                        "selprod_product_id": "58", 

                        "order_id": "O1553766324", 

                        "order_user_id": "4", 

                        "op_qty": "1", 

                        "op_unit_price": "82.00", 

                        "op_selprod_options": "", 

                        "product_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/58/THUMB/148/0/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "op_id": "119", 

                        "op_selprod_id": "48", 

                        "op_order_id": "O1563432822", 

                        "selprod_title": "Sony Playstation 4 1 TB", 

                        "selprod_product_id": "11", 

                        "order_id": "O1563432822", 

                        "order_user_id": "4", 

                        "op_qty": "1", 

                        "op_unit_price": "600.00", 

                        "op_selprod_options": "Console Size: 1 TB", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/58/THUMB/148/0/1


 

                        "product_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/11/THUMB/48/0/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "op_id": "120", 

                        "op_selprod_id": "154", 

                        "op_order_id": "O1563432886", 

                        "selprod_title": "Women Black Heels - 7", 

                        "selprod_product_id": "65", 

                        "order_id": "O1563432886", 

                        "order_user_id": "4", 

                        "op_qty": "2", 

                        "op_unit_price": "250.00", 

                        "op_selprod_options": "Size: 7", 

                        "product_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/65/THUMB/154/0/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "op_id": "141", 

                        "op_selprod_id": "112", 

                        "op_order_id": "O1563435479", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/11/THUMB/48/0/1
http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/65/THUMB/154/0/1


 

                        "selprod_title": "Avast internet Security Anti-

Virus Latest version - 1 Key, 3 Years (CD) (Chance to win 

Rs.1000 Yo!kart  Gift voucher)", 

                        "selprod_product_id": "45", 

                        "order_id": "O1563435479", 

                        "order_user_id": "4", 

                        "op_qty": "1", 

                        "op_unit_price": "89.00", 

                        "op_selprod_options": "Key: 1 Key", 

                        "product_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/45/THUMB/112/0/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "op_id": "216", 

                        "op_selprod_id": "141", 

                        "op_order_id": "O1602733938", 

                        "selprod_title": "Maniac Solid Men's Round Neck 

Grey T-Shirt", 

                        "selprod_product_id": "51", 

                        "order_id": "O1602733938", 

                        "order_user_id": "4", 

                        "op_qty": "1", 

                        "op_unit_price": "65.00", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/45/THUMB/112/0/1


 

                        "op_selprod_options": "", 

                        "product_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/51/THUMB/141/0/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "op_id": "344", 

                        "op_selprod_id": "44", 

                        "op_order_id": "O1603788867", 

                        "selprod_title": "HP Omen", 

                        "selprod_product_id": "12", 

                        "order_id": "O1603788867", 

                        "order_user_id": "4", 

                        "op_qty": "2", 

                        "op_unit_price": "1800.00", 

                        "op_selprod_options": "", 

                        "product_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/12/THUMB/44/0/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "op_id": "345", 

                        "op_selprod_id": "145", 

                        "op_order_id": "O1603788867", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/51/THUMB/141/0/1
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                        "selprod_title": "LP Louis Philippe Slim Fit Men's 

Blue Trousers", 

                        "selprod_product_id": "55", 

                        "order_id": "O1603788867", 

                        "order_user_id": "4", 

                        "op_qty": "2", 

                        "op_unit_price": "85.00", 

                        "op_selprod_options": "", 

                        "product_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/55/THUMB/145/0/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "op_id": "456", 

                        "op_selprod_id": "44", 

                        "op_order_id": "O1605508761", 

                        "selprod_title": "HP Omen", 

                        "selprod_product_id": "12", 

                        "order_id": "O1605508761", 

                        "order_user_id": "4", 

                        "op_qty": "2", 

                        "op_unit_price": "1800.00", 

                        "op_selprod_options": "", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/55/THUMB/145/0/1


 

                        "product_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/12/THUMB/44/0/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "op_id": "457", 

                        "op_selprod_id": "145", 

                        "op_order_id": "O1605508761", 

                        "selprod_title": "LP Louis Philippe Slim Fit Men's 

Blue Trousers", 

                        "selprod_product_id": "55", 

                        "order_id": "O1605508761", 

                        "order_user_id": "4", 

                        "op_qty": "2", 

                        "op_unit_price": "85.00", 

                        "op_selprod_options": "", 

                        "product_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/55/THUMB/145/0/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "op_id": "482", 

                        "op_selprod_id": "25", 

                        "op_order_id": "O1605757059", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/12/THUMB/44/0/1
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                        "selprod_title": "Apple iPhone 7 (Rose Gold, 128 

GB)", 

                        "selprod_product_id": "5", 

                        "order_id": "O1605757059", 

                        "order_user_id": "4", 

                        "op_qty": "1", 

                        "op_unit_price": "620.00", 

                        "op_selprod_options": "Color: Rose gold | 

Storage: 128 GB", 

                        "product_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/5/THUMB/25/0/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "op_id": "483", 

                        "op_selprod_id": "174", 

                        "op_order_id": "O1605757059", 

                        "selprod_title": "My Last Product", 

                        "selprod_product_id": "74", 

                        "order_id": "O1605757059", 

                        "order_user_id": "4", 

                        "op_qty": "3", 

                        "op_unit_price": "1.45", 

                        "op_selprod_options": "", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/5/THUMB/25/0/1


 

                        "product_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/74/THUMB/174/0/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "op_id": "484", 

                        "op_selprod_id": "25", 

                        "op_order_id": "O1605764304", 

                        "selprod_title": "Apple iPhone 7 (Rose Gold, 128 

GB)", 

                        "selprod_product_id": "5", 

                        "order_id": "O1605764304", 

                        "order_user_id": "4", 

                        "op_qty": "1", 

                        "op_unit_price": "620.00", 

                        "op_selprod_options": "Color: Rose gold | 

Storage: 128 GB", 

                        "product_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/5/THUMB/25/0/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "op_id": "488", 

                        "op_selprod_id": "25", 

                        "op_order_id": "O1605765303", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/74/THUMB/174/0/1
http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/5/THUMB/25/0/1


 

                        "selprod_title": "Apple iPhone 7 (Rose Gold, 128 

GB)", 

                        "selprod_product_id": "5", 

                        "order_id": "O1605765303", 

                        "order_user_id": "4", 

                        "op_qty": "1", 

                        "op_unit_price": "620.00", 

                        "op_selprod_options": "Color: Rose gold | 

Storage: 128 GB", 

                        "product_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/5/THUMB/25/0/1" 

                    } 

                ] 

            }, 

            { 

                "collection_id": "5", 

                "collection_name": "Trending Products", 

                "collection_description": "", 

                "collection_link_caption": "", 

                "collection_link_url": "", 

                "collection_layout_type": "3", 

                "collection_type": "1", 

                "collection_criteria": "1", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/5/THUMB/25/0/1


 

                "collection_child_records": "0", 

                "collection_primary_records": "10", 

                "collection_display_media_only": "0", 

                "collection_for_app": "1", 

                "collection_for_web": "1", 

                "collection_display_order": "8", 

                "products": [ 

                    { 

                        "availableInLocation": "", 

                        "is_in_any_wishlist": "0", 

                        "product_id": "100000", 

                        "selprod_id": "45", 

                        "product_name": "Gaddi", 

                        "selprod_title": "Gaddi", 

                        "product_updated_on": "0000-00-00 00:00:00", 

                        "special_price_found": "0", 

                        "splprice_display_list_price": "", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_val": "", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_type": "", 

                        "theprice": "20", 

                        "selprod_price": "20", 

                        "selprod_stock": "10", 

                        "selprod_condition": "1", 



 

                        "prodcat_id": "109", 

                        "prodcat_name": "Electronics", 

                        "selprod_sold_count": "0", 

                        "in_stock": "1", 

                        "prod_rating": "0.00", 

                        "product_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/100000/CLAYOUT3/

45/0/1", 

                        "isAvailble": "0" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "availableInLocation": "", 

                        "is_in_any_wishlist": "0", 

                        "product_id": "5", 

                        "selprod_id": "135", 

                        "product_name": "iPhone 7", 

                        "selprod_title": "Apple iPhone 7 (Gold, 32 GB)", 

                        "product_updated_on": "2020-12-03 09:46:41", 

                        "special_price_found": "1", 

                        "splprice_display_list_price": "0.00", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_val": "0.00", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_type": "0", 

                        "theprice": "815", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/100000/CLAYOUT3/45/0/1
http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/100000/CLAYOUT3/45/0/1


 

                        "selprod_price": "840", 

                        "selprod_stock": "100", 

                        "selprod_condition": "1", 

                        "prodcat_id": "170", 

                        "prodcat_name": "Phones", 

                        "selprod_sold_count": "0", 

                        "in_stock": "1", 

                        "prod_rating": "3.00", 

                        "product_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/5/CLAYOUT3/135/0/

1?t=1606969001", 

                        "isAvailble": "0" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "availableInLocation": "", 

                        "is_in_any_wishlist": "0", 

                        "product_id": "53", 

                        "selprod_id": "143", 

                        "product_name": "Nike Solid Men's Track Suit", 

                        "selprod_title": "Nike Solid Men's Track Suit", 

                        "product_updated_on": "0000-00-00 00:00:00", 

                        "special_price_found": "1", 

                        "splprice_display_list_price": "0.00", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/5/CLAYOUT3/135/0/1?t=1606969001
http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/5/CLAYOUT3/135/0/1?t=1606969001


 

                        "splprice_display_dis_val": "0.00", 

                        "splprice_display_dis_type": "0", 

                        "theprice": "140", 

                        "selprod_price": "150", 

                        "selprod_stock": "99", 

                        "selprod_condition": "1", 

                        "prodcat_id": "163", 

                        "prodcat_name": "Track Suits", 

                        "selprod_sold_count": "1", 

                        "in_stock": "1", 

                        "prod_rating": "0.00", 

                        "product_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/53/CLAYOUT3/143/

0/1", 

                        "isAvailble": "0" 

                    } 

                ], 

                "totProducts": "3" 

            }, 

            { 

                "collection_id": "6", 

                "collection_name": "Clearance Sale", 

                "collection_description": "", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/53/CLAYOUT3/143/0/1
http://localhost/yokartv8/image/product/53/CLAYOUT3/143/0/1


 

                "collection_link_caption": "", 

                "collection_link_url": "", 

                "collection_layout_type": "1", 

                "collection_type": "1", 

                "collection_criteria": "1", 

                "collection_child_records": "0", 

                "collection_primary_records": "12", 

                "collection_display_media_only": "1", 

                "collection_for_app": "1", 

                "collection_for_web": "1", 

                "collection_display_order": "9", 

                "collection_image": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/collection-

real/6/1/ORIGINAL/22?t=1607061592" 

            }, 

            { 

                "collection_id": "7", 

                "collection_name": "Popular products", 

                "collection_description": "", 

                "collection_link_caption": "", 

                "collection_link_url": "", 

                "collection_layout_type": "4", 

                "collection_type": "2", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/collection-real/6/1/ORIGINAL/22?t=1607061592
http://localhost/yokartv8/image/collection-real/6/1/ORIGINAL/22?t=1607061592


 

                "collection_criteria": "1", 

                "collection_child_records": "0", 

                "collection_primary_records": "8", 

                "collection_display_media_only": "0", 

                "collection_for_app": "1", 

                "collection_for_web": "1", 

                "collection_display_order": "10", 

                "categories": [ 

                    { 

                        "prodcat_id": "109", 

                        "prodcat_name": "Electronics", 

                        "prodcat_description": "", 

                        "category_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/category/banner/109/1/MOBILE/3?t

=1606796342" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "prodcat_id": "112", 

                        "prodcat_name": "Men", 

                        "prodcat_description": "", 

                        "category_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/category/banner/112/1/MOBILE/3?t=

1606796340" 

http://localhost/yokartv8/category/banner/109/1/MOBILE/3?t=1606796342
http://localhost/yokartv8/category/banner/109/1/MOBILE/3?t=1606796342
http://localhost/yokartv8/category/banner/112/1/MOBILE/3?t=1606796340
http://localhost/yokartv8/category/banner/112/1/MOBILE/3?t=1606796340


 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "prodcat_id": "113", 

                        "prodcat_name": "Women", 

                        "prodcat_description": "", 

                        "category_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/category/banner/113/1/MOBILE/3?t=

1606796340" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "prodcat_id": "124", 

                        "prodcat_name": "Footwears", 

                        "prodcat_description": "", 

                        "category_image_url": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/category/banner/124/1/MOBILE/3?t

=1606796341" 

                    } 

                ], 

                "totCategories": "" 

            }, 

            { 

                "collection_id": "8", 

                "collection_name": "Top Brands", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/category/banner/113/1/MOBILE/3?t=1606796340
http://localhost/yokartv8/category/banner/113/1/MOBILE/3?t=1606796340
http://localhost/yokartv8/category/banner/124/1/MOBILE/3?t=1606796341
http://localhost/yokartv8/category/banner/124/1/MOBILE/3?t=1606796341


 

                "collection_description": "", 

                "collection_link_caption": "", 

                "collection_link_url": "", 

                "collection_layout_type": "7", 

                "collection_type": "4", 

                "collection_criteria": "1", 

                "collection_child_records": "0", 

                "collection_primary_records": "5", 

                "collection_display_media_only": "0", 

                "collection_for_app": "1", 

                "collection_for_web": "1", 

                "collection_display_order": "11", 

                "totBrands": "6", 

                "brands": [ 

                    { 

                        "brand_id": "95", 

                        "brand_name": "Apple", 

                        "brand_image": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/brand/95/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "brand_id": "122", 

                        "brand_name": "Louis Philippe", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/brand/95/1


 

                        "brand_image": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/brand/122/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "brand_id": "113", 

                        "brand_name": "Fast Lane", 

                        "brand_image": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/brand/113/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "brand_id": "99", 

                        "brand_name": "Arrow", 

                        "brand_image": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/brand/99/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "brand_id": "117", 

                        "brand_name": "Avast", 

                        "brand_image": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/brand/117/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "brand_id": "108", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/brand/122/1
http://localhost/yokartv8/image/brand/113/1
http://localhost/yokartv8/image/brand/99/1
http://localhost/yokartv8/image/brand/117/1


 

                        "brand_name": "Fab India", 

                        "brand_image": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/brand/108/1" 

                    } 

                ] 

            }, 

            { 

                "collection_id": "10", 

                "collection_name": "Testimonial", 

                "collection_description": "", 

                "collection_link_caption": "", 

                "collection_link_url": "", 

                "collection_layout_type": "15", 

                "collection_type": "10", 

                "collection_criteria": "0", 

                "collection_child_records": "0", 

                "collection_primary_records": "0", 

                "collection_display_media_only": "0", 

                "collection_for_app": "1", 

                "collection_for_web": "1", 

                "collection_display_order": "13", 

                "totTestimonials": "4", 

                "testimonials": [ 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/brand/108/1


 

                    { 

                        "testimonial_id": "1", 

                        "testimonial_user_name": "John", 

                        "testimonial_title": "Great Service !!!", 

                        "testimonial_text": "I had ordered the iPhone X 

and delivery was quick!!! Great quality and would love to 

order again. Keep up the good work.\r\nI had ordered the 

iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great quality and would 

love to order again. Keep up the good work.I had ordered the 

iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great quality and would 

love to order again. Keep up the good work.\r\nI had ordered 

the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great quality and 

would love to order again. Keep up the good work.I had 

ordered the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great quality 

and would love to order again. Keep up the good work.\r\nI 

had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great 

quality and would love to order again. Keep up the good 

work.I had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! 

Great quality and would love to order again. Keep up the 

good work.\r\nI had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was 

quick!!! Great quality and would love to order again. Keep up 

the good work.I had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was 

quick!!! Great quality and would love to order again. Keep up 



 

the good work.\r\nI had ordered the iPhone X and delivery 

was quick!!! Great quality and would love to order again. 

Keep up the good work.I had ordered the iPhone X and 

delivery was quick!!! Great quality and would love to order 

again. Keep up the good work.\r\nI had ordered the iPhone X 

and delivery was quick!!! Great quality and would love to 

order again. Keep up the good work.I had ordered the 

iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great quality and would 

love to order again. Keep up the good work.\r\nI had ordered 

the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great quality and 

would love to order again. Keep up the good work.I had 

ordered the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great quality 

and would love to order again. Keep up the good work.\r\nI 

had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great 

quality and would love to order again. Keep up the good 

work.I had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! 

Great quality and would love to order again. Keep up the 

good work.\r\nI had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was 

quick!!! Great quality and would love to order again. Keep up 

the good work.I had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was 

quick!!! Great quality and would love to order again. Keep up 

the good work.\r\nI had ordered the iPhone X and delivery 

was quick!!! Great quality and would love to order again. 



 

Keep up the good work.I had ordered the iPhone X and 

delivery was quick!!! Great quality and would love to order 

again. Keep up the good work.\r\nI had ordered the iPhone X 

and delivery was quick!!! Great quality and would love to 

order again. Keep up the good work.I had ordered the 

iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great quality and would 

love to order again. Keep up the good work.\r\nI had ordered 

the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great quality and 

would love to order again. Keep up the good work.I had 

ordered the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great quality 

and would love to order again. Keep up the good work.\r\nI 

had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great 

quality and would love to order again. Keep up the good 

work.I had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! 

Great quality and would love to order again. Keep up the 

good work.\r\nI had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was 

quick!!! Great quality and would love to order again. Keep up 

the good work.I had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was 

quick!!! Great quality and would love to order again. Keep up 

the good work.\r\nI had ordered the iPhone X and delivery 

was quick!!! Great quality and would love to order again. 

Keep up the good work.I had ordered the iPhone X and 

delivery was quick!!! Great quality and would love to order 



 

again. Keep up the good work.\r\nI had ordered the iPhone X 

and delivery was quick!!! Great quality and would love to 

order again. Keep up the good work.I had ordered the 

iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great quality and would 

love to order again. Keep up the good work.\r\nI had ordered 

the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great quality and 

would love to order again. Keep up the good work.I had 

ordered the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great quality 

and would love to order again. Keep up the good work.\r\nI 

had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great 

quality and would love to order again. Keep up the good 

work.I had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! 

Great quality and would love to order again. Keep up the 

good work.\r\nI had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was 

quick!!! Great quality and would love to order again. Keep up 

the good work.I had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was 

quick!!! Great quality and would love to order again. Keep up 

the good work.\r\nI had ordered the iPhone X and delivery 

was quick!!! Great quality and would love to order again. 

Keep up the good work.I had ordered the iPhone X and 

delivery was quick!!! Great quality and would love to order 

again. Keep up the good work.\r\nI had ordered the iPhone X 

and delivery was quick!!! Great quality and would love to 



 

order again. Keep up the good work.I had ordered the 

iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great quality and would 

love to order again. Keep up the good work.\r\nI had ordered 

the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great quality and 

would love to order again. Keep up the good work.I had 

ordered the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great quality 

and would love to order again. Keep up the good work.\r\nI 

had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great 

quality and would love to order again. Keep up the good 

work.I had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! 

Great quality and would love to order again. Keep up the 

good work.\r\nI had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was 

quick!!! Great quality and would love to order again. Keep up 

the good work.I had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was 

quick!!! Great quality and would love to order again. Keep up 

the good work.\r\nI had ordered the iPhone X and delivery 

was quick!!! Great quality and would love to order again. 

Keep up the good work.I had ordered the iPhone X and 

delivery was quick!!! Great quality and would love to order 

again. Keep up the good work.\r\nI had ordered the iPhone X 

and delivery was quick!!! Great quality and would love to 

order again. Keep up the good work.I had ordered the 

iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great quality and would 



 

love to order again. Keep up the good work.\r\nI had ordered 

the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great quality and 

would love to order again. Keep up the good work.I had 

ordered the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great quality 

and would love to order again. Keep up the good work.\r\nI 

had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great 

quality and would love to order again. Keep up the good 

work.I had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! 

Great quality and would love to order again. Keep up the 

good work.\r\nI had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was 

quick!!! Great quality and would love to order again. Keep up 

the good work.I had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was 

quick!!! Great quality and would love to order again. Keep up 

the good work.\r\nI had ordered the iPhone X and delivery 

was quick!!! Great quality and would love to order again. 

Keep up the good work.I had ordered the iPhone X and 

delivery was quick!!! Great quality and would love to order 

again. Keep up the good work.\r\nI had ordered the iPhone X 

and delivery was quick!!! Great quality and would love to 

order again. Keep up the good work.I had ordered the 

iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great quality and would 

love to order again. Keep up the good work.\r\nI had ordered 

the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great quality and 



 

would love to order again. Keep up the good work.I had 

ordered the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great quality 

and would love to order again. Keep up the good work.\r\nI 

had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! Great 

quality and would love to order again. Keep up the good 

work.I had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was quick!!! 

Great quality and would love to order again. Keep up the 

good work.\r\nI had ordered the iPhone X and delivery was 

quick!!! Great quality and would love to order again. Keep up 

the good work.", 

                        "user_image": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/testimonial/1/1/THUMB" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "testimonial_id": "2", 

                        "testimonial_user_name": "Shirley", 

                        "testimonial_title": "Nice range of collection to 

choose from", 

                        "testimonial_text": "I bought my favorite 

anniversary dress from here and my husband loved it !!! 

Great marketplace with so many options.", 

                        "user_image": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/testimonial/2/1/THUMB" 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/testimonial/1/1/THUMB
http://localhost/yokartv8/image/testimonial/2/1/THUMB


 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "testimonial_id": "3", 

                        "testimonial_user_name": "George", 

                        "testimonial_title": "Great discounts!", 

                        "testimonial_text": "Lots of discounts and great 

offers on designer shoes ! \r\nGreat quality. Could improve 

shipping services and customer care.", 

                        "user_image": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/testimonial/3/1/THUMB" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "testimonial_id": "5", 

                        "testimonial_user_name": "Satbir", 

                        "testimonial_title": "Wow", 

                        "testimonial_text": "Amazing!! Mind Blowing!!... 

WOW!! OHOO!!!Amazing!! Mind Blowing!!... WOW!! 

OHOO!!!Amazing!! Mind Blowing!!... WOW!! OHOO!!!Amazing!! 

Mind Blowing!!... WOW!! OHOO!!!Amazing!! Mind Blowing!!... 

WOW!! OHOO!!!Amazing!! Mind Blowing!!... WOW!! 

OHOO!!!Amazing!! Mind Blowing!!... WOW!! OHOO!!!Amazing!! 

Mind Blowing!!... WOW!! OHOO!!!Amazing!! Mind Blowing!!... 

WOW!! OHOO!!!Amazing!! Mind Blowing!!... WOW!! 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/testimonial/3/1/THUMB


 

OHOO!!!Amazing!! Mind Blowing!!... WOW!! OHOO!!!Amazing!! 

Mind Blowing!!... WOW!! OHOO!!!Amazing!! Mind Blowing!!... 

WOW!! OHOO!!!Amazing!! Mind Blowing!!... WOW!! 

OHOO!!!Amazing!! Mind Blowing!!... WOW!! OHOO!!!Amazing!! 

Mind Blowing!!... WOW!! OHOO!!!Amazing!! Mind Blowing!!... 

WOW!! OHOO!!!Amazing!! Mind Blowing!!... WOW!! 

OHOO!!!Amazing!! Mind Blowing!!... WOW!! OHOO!!!Amazing!! 

Mind Blowing!!... WOW!! OHOO!!!", 

                        "user_image": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/testimonial/5/1/THUMB" 

                    } 

                ] 

            }, 

            { 

                "collection_id": "11", 

                "collection_name": "Brands", 

                "collection_description": "", 

                "collection_link_caption": "", 

                "collection_link_url": "", 

                "collection_layout_type": "7", 

                "collection_type": "4", 

                "collection_criteria": "0", 

                "collection_child_records": "0", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/testimonial/5/1/THUMB


 

                "collection_primary_records": "5", 

                "collection_display_media_only": "0", 

                "collection_for_app": "1", 

                "collection_for_web": "1", 

                "collection_display_order": "14", 

                "totBrands": "4", 

                "brands": [ 

                    { 

                        "brand_id": "90", 

                        "brand_name": "LG", 

                        "brand_image": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/brand/90/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "brand_id": "116", 

                        "brand_name": "Candle", 

                        "brand_image": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/brand/116/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "brand_id": "113", 

                        "brand_name": "Fast Lane", 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/brand/90/1
http://localhost/yokartv8/image/brand/116/1


 

                        "brand_image": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/brand/113/1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "brand_id": "114", 

                        "brand_name": "Dream Dazzlers", 

                        "brand_image": 

"http://localhost/yokartv8/image/brand/114/1" 

                    } 

                ] 

            } 

        ] 

    } 

} 

 

http://localhost/yokartv8/image/brand/113/1
http://localhost/yokartv8/image/brand/114/1

